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Linguistic commentaries on the
"Verzeichnis veralteter oder wenig bekannter litauischer Wörter" collected by G. Ostermeyer in Lithuania Minor (Kleinlitauen)

The "Verzeichnis" is an alphabetical list of approx. 158 lemmas collected and supplied with translations and occasional comments by Gottfried Ostermeyer (1716-1800), a Protestant pastor in Trempen (lith. Trempa) in Lithuania Minor – as it was part of Prussia, the author of "Neue Littauische Grammatik". The list was obviously compelled while Ostermeyer worked at collecting and publishing 1793 Lithuanian folklore material under the title "Erste Littauische Liedergeschichte". However his collection didn’t manage to attract proper attention, largely because of methodological disputes among the intellectual community in Prussia of late 18\textsuperscript{th} cent. upon his publication 1781 of "Giesmes sventos baznycioje ir namej’ giedojamos su nobaznoms maldoms – vienas knygas suglaustos nu G. Ostermejerio Karaliauciuje". It comes out from the brief comparison with the Lithuanian dictionaries of that time, primarily with that by Ruhig / Mielcke, which appeared in Königsberg 1800 – that is shortly after Ostermeyer issued his "Liedergeschichte". Though Mielcke and Ostermeyer were in contact, the former was not likely to be familiar with the wordlist: his dictionary lacks certain lexemes of it and diverges in the translational equivalents of some other. Nor later dictionaries seem to incorporate Ostermeyer’s material. Mielcke (lith. Kristijonas Gotlibas Milkus) criticized heavily Ostermeyer’s pragmatic attempts to adapt Old Lithuanian folklore to contemporary perception and succeeded in abolishing his songbooks. That the two didn't consider each other close friends is fairly obvious.

Later etymological dictionaries of Lithuanian on the one hand relied fully on Mielcke, on the other focused on "literary" lexicon of early Catechisms, leaving vernacular outboard.

The wordlist itself is of high interest from the linguistic viewpoint both as to the etymology, and to dialectal affiliation of different lexemes. It contains many lexemes, the dialectal status of which is to be verified. Ostermeyer was perfectly aware of the fact, that folklore wordstock was largely influenced by German spoken in East Prussia and sorted out carefully what he considered the authentic material.

The intended talk will take a closer look on some words survived due to Ostermeyer's list and discuss them from the angle of language history.

---
1 Neue Littauische Grammatik ans Licht gestellt von Gottfried Ostermeyer. Königsberg, 1791.
2 Erste Littauische Liedergeschichte ans Licht gestellt von Gottfried Ostermeyer... Königsberg, 1793.
The representation of middle event types in Old Lithuanian

The middle voice as we know it from classical Indo-European languages, such as Sanskrit or Ancient Greek, vanished in the majority of the daughter languages whose written attestation begins considerably later. Nevertheless, the event types expressed by means of the middle voice do not cease to exist with the loss of a morphosyntactic category: new ways of coding those situation types developed. Thus the question arises as to whether these new systems cover the same semantic range formerly represented by the middle voice. In this paper we will take a closer look at the development of middle semantics from Proto-Indo-European to the Baltic language family with a focus on Old Lithuanian.

The framework for this undertaking is laid out in Suzanne Kemmer’s study *The Middle Voice* in which she defines a number of middle event types and their reflexive counterparts based on a typological background. Using this model, the functions of the middle voice in Hittite, Homeric Greek and Vedic Sanskrit were compared in order to reconstruct the semantic spectrum of the middle diathesis in Proto-Indo-European. During this process Kemmer’s categorizations were adjusted in order to apply them to the needs of historic corpora since some middle and reflexive situation types are difficult to distinguish from each other, as Kemmer mentions herself. In addition, some criteria for the distinction can hardly be held up due to the limited material available.

This paper, however, is focused on the Old Lithuanian reflexive verbs and their ability to represent middle event types. For this purpose, the evidence collected for my MA thesis will be supplemented by more data from the Old Lithuanian corpus. When evaluating the examples, it will be important to keep in mind that the majority of the Old Lithuanian literature consists of translations from German, Polish and Latin, with only a few exceptions. Another problem that we might face would be the genre of the texts in the corpus: although the number of catechisms and bible translations is abundant, the reflexive contexts they deliver might be limited. Comparing the functions of the Old Lithuanian reflexive to those previously reconstructed for the middle voice of the proto-language will show how middle semantics are represented in a non-middle voice system, as well as if and to what extent the range of functions became broader or narrower.
Explaining Baltic and Balto-Slavonic nominal inflection: ‘Lex Szemerényi’ and the animate accusative plural of vocalic stems

The talk deals with inflectional morphology of the Baltic branch of Indo-European. Focussing on the inflection of nominal parts of speech both in East Baltic and Old Prussian, I will address a problem which, despite efforts of numerous scholars, is still lacking a satisfactory solution. I feel that substantial progress in this particular area of research is only possible if recent methodological advances in the broader fields of both Indo-European studies and, more generally, contemporary historical linguistics are taken into consideration.

The particular pieces of inflectional morphology I am going to investigate are first the animate nominative singular of resonant stems and second the animate accusative plural of vocalic stems. The standard theory of IE nominal inflection assumes that the long vowel in the former case (cf. its reflexes in Lith dukté, ruduo) originates from a compensatory lengthening caused by a secondary assimilation of the case ending PIE *-s into the stem-final resonant. However, a similar development is usually not assumed for the accusative plural of the vocalic stems where the segmental environment is virtually the same. ‘Lex Szemerényi’ becomes, therefore, a kind of grammatically conditioned sound change, which is theoretically unsatisfactory (cf. Nathan Hill 2014 for a logical analysis of the concept).

I will begin my investigation by analysing the evidence for a secondary lengthening also in the animate accusative plural of vocalic stems. As repeatedly pointed out in recent times, this evidence abounds in several branches of IE, including Baltic and Slavonic (cf. Griffith 2006, Kim 2012). However, the situation in these particular branch(es) of IE is particularly unclear. It is no accident that both most recent investigations of PIE long vowels in Baltic and Slavonic – Villanueva Svensson 2011 and Pronk 2012 - refuse to address this evidence in detail. I will demonstrate that Baltic and Slavonic length in the animate accusative plural of vocalic stems is most probably caused by developments postdating the disintegration of Proto-Balto-Slavonic. As this demonstration will leave us with the ‘Lex Szemerényi’ controversy in its purest form, i.e. with a lengthening before resonant plus PIE *s in the animate nominative singular but not in the animate accusative plural, I will try to establish the conditioning of this PIE sound change in a more satisfactory way.
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The etymology of the month-name Szarwas ‘December’ in Jacob Brodowski’s *Lexicon Lithvanicum* (around 1740)

The modern Lithuanian name of the month December is *Gruodis*. However, an older name *šzarwas* occurs in Jacob Brodowski’s *Lexicon Germanico-Lithvanicvm et Lithvanico-Germanicvm* compiled between approximately 1710 and 1740. In this paper I will argue that the name originally referred to the (summer or winter) solstice and is historically identical to Mod. Lith. *šárvas*, which has various meanings whose common denominator can be reconstructed as ‘physical sign or equipment in a rite of passage’ (thus Bernd Gliwa in *Acta Linguistica Lituanica* 53: 9-21, 2005). The word is of Indo-European origin and related to Classical Greek *koũros* ‘(noble) youth’, which forms part of the name of the Dioskouri as well as the name of the sixth month *Dios-koúros* in the Old Cretan calendar. Numerous parallels of terms referring to rites of passage as well as turning-points in the calendar (solstice, equinox, moon phases etc.) can be found throughout the Indo-European languages.
Die baltisch-slawische Frage im Lichte
der alten baltischen Lehnwörter des Ostseefinnischen


Weil der Beweiskraft des slawischen beim suchen baltischer Lehnwörter so kürzlich anerkannt ist, gibt es wahrscheinlich noch zahlreiche unentdeckte Fälle. Eine bisher unveröffentlichte Etyologie ist fi. kekäle ,brennendes oder glühendes Holzstück‘ ← ba. *kekāle, vgl. russ. кекли ,Kücke, Krummstab, Ofenkrücke‘, kroat. kljuka ,Haken‘.

Ein schon von Posti (1977: 268–69) erkanntes baltisches Lehnwort kommt semantisch näher zu den slawischen als den baltischen Entsprechungen seiner Originale: fi. ohdake ,Distel‘ ← ba. *as(a)ta- > russ. oom id. aber lit. ašutas ,Pferdehaar aus Mähne und Schweif‘, lett. asta ,Schwanz‘.


Literatur


Baltų ir slavų deminutyvai

Pranešime bus kalbama apie mažybinius daiktavardžius lietuvių, latvių, prūsų, rusų, lenkų, baltarusių (galbūt ir vokiečių bei estų) kalbose. Konkrečios slavų kalbos yra parinktos pagal arealo kriterijų: jos šiandien vartojamos baltų kalbų vartojimo arealui gretimose teritorijose.

Pradžioje bus paminėta tiriamosios medžiagos apibrėžimo problema, t. y. kokius klausimus reikia spręsti norint kalbėti apie deminutyvus įvairiose kalbose. Pavyzdžiui, vienose kalbose mažybinių daiktavardžių ir augmentatyvų (arba amplifikatyvų) daryboje vartojamos skirtingos priesagos, kitose abi šias reikšmes išreikšti galima viena ir ta pačia priesaga. Taip pat bus nagrinėjamos bei lyginamos analizuojamų kalbų darybinės mažybinių daiktavardžių priesagos, kitos šių priesagų vartojimo galimybės (ne tik mažybinių daiktavardžių darybai) ir konkretūs pavyzdžiai.

Pabaigoje bus apibendrinta viskas, kas pasakyta. Taip pat bus pateiktos išvados, ką išanalizuota konkrečių kalbų medžiaga leidžia spręsti apie baltų-slavų prokalbę: ar galima rasti šių kalbų žodžių darybos bendrybių (arba skirtingų) remiantis deminutyvų medžiaga.

The etymology of controversial Slavisms in Latvian in the aspect of Proto-Indo-European Reconstruction

The authors of many etymologic dictionaries of Indo-European (IE) language regard only the so called reconstruction of the primary form of the word as the final purpose of the word’s etymologic reconstruction. The primary languages, which are the basis of definite languages, roots or lexemes, undergo the reconstruction in such dictionaries. Still there is a whole range of controversial and unresolved questions about the reconstruction of IE roots: the character of phonemes and their essence, the morphological structure of the roots and its divisibility. The question of the homonymy of IE roots is still causing some disputes among scientists. The profound reconstruction till Indo-European root is necessary to reconstruct the primary semantics and etymologic meaning of Latvian or Baltic word, which in turn indicates the primary nomination or the motives of naming (its causes). These problems exist for etymologization of Slavic loanwords in Latvian (see e.g. ”Latvian Etymologic Dictionary” of Konstantins Karulis) as well. For example, there are different opinions about the following words: solit, dūša, gads, miers, poga etc. The most problematic questions of etymology of the most ancient controversial Slavisms are discussed, taking into consideration the reconstruction of IE roots.
Dėl baltų kalbų *upė* → *užupis* darybos tipo kilmės

Baltų kalbų priešdėliniai ir sudėtiniai vardažodžiai rodo daugelį įdomių morfologijos bruožų, nors iki šiol nesulaukę pakankamai dėmesio. Net ir neretai šioje kategorijoje pasitaikantys techninei ir mokslinei kalbai būdingi naujadarai išsaugojo sunkiai synchriniu atžvilgiu suprantamus darybinius bruožus. Į šio tyrimo akiratį patenka darybos tipas *miškas* (vyrg.) → *pamiškė* (mot.g.), *ūpė* (mot.g.) → *užupis* (vyrg.), *dienā* (mot.g.) → *pirmādienis* (vyrg.) ir pan., kuriam būdinga ne tik galūninė daryba (*-io/-iā* priesagos pridūrimas), bet dažnai ir giminės kaita. Tokių pavyzdžių daugiausia suteikia lietuvių kalba, nors jų aptinkama visose baltų kalbose. Kartais esama abiejų giminių variantų (*pakraštys* / *pakraštė*) ar leksinės distribucijos (*greitkelis* / *krūžkelė*); vietovardžiai šių ypatybių atžvilgiu taip pat skiriasi nuo bendrinio žodyno. Pirminis šio pranešimo tikslas – nustatyti šio darybos tipo raidą. Tačiau glaudžios slavų kalbų pateikiamos paralelės su pastovia niekatra gimine (r. *zaréčye*, l. *zarzecze* = lie. *užupis*), taip pat pavienės kitų indoeuropiečių kalbų šakų paralelės (pvz., lot. *forma* → *informis* ir panašūs armėnų kalbos pavyzdžiai) verčia nagrinėti ir istorinę šio darybos tipo raidą.
The Lithuanian nouns in -muò

Among the productive categories of Lithuanian nouns, the group of nouns formed with the suffix -muò (Indo-European *-men) is of great importance from a linguistic point of view, for an ancient pattern of derivation is still used in recent times.

In this lecture, I will discuss the general features of these nouns and present several significant examples.

As already said, the productivity of this formation is generally very recent and can be seen in many neologisms, but in large part — in contrast to what happens, for example, in Greek and Latin — it follows an ancient pattern (verbal root + suffix) and does not show other means of derivation (e.g. it is not realized from derivative verbs or with the occurrence of a dental extension).

In order to judge the productivity of the category and the status of each noun, I have divided the Lithuanian nouns in -muò into three groups: nouns that have cognates in other Indo-European languages, nouns that have cognates only within Baltic languages and nouns attested only in Lithuanian.

Among the 14 Lithuanian nouns in -muò that have cognates in other Indo-European languages, only few can be judged as old inherited forms (e.g. akmuò, piemuò, sëmuò, šelmuò); others are of doubtful antiquity (e.g. s(t)raumuò, šarmuò), while others are definitely recent (e.g. augmuò, dëmuò, duomuò, juosmuò, raumuò, stomuò). This analysis shows that an ancient structure and the presence of cognates do not assure the antiquity of these formations.

As regards the second group, there are no nouns that have cognates in Old Prussian.

The 10 nouns that have cognates in Latvian are in most cases independent and parallel formations in the two languages, since they belong to families well attested both in verbal and nominal forms.

The third group, formed by nouns attested only in Lithuanian, is the biggest (about 75 nouns). It includes very recent words, among which there are many neologisms of the scientific and technical terminology (e.g. dalmuò, kryžmuò, šilmuò).

As an appendix to the discussion of the formations in -muò, I will consider another Lithuanian formation, the nouns in -mè, that are often attested, with a related meaning, besides the nouns in -muò. These parallel formations constitute a productive pair; although the relative chronology of the elements of this pair is hard to establish, I will present a couple of interesting cases in order to elucidate the problems one has to deal with.
East Baltic possesses the iterative suffix *-āie-* < PIE*-ehje-, e.g. Latv. mētāt, -āju ‘throw around’ < mest, metu ‘throw’, Lith. klūpoti, -o(ja) ‘kneel, be in a kneeling position’ < klūpti, klūpšpa ‘fall to one’s knees’. This suffix eventually became productive as a denominative verbal formant of the type Lith. nūoma ‘rent (N sg.), nūomoti, -oja ‘rent (v.)’. However, Latvian and Lithuanian show an old, unproductive layer of -oti, -oja (deverbal) iteratives with root-stress and ablaut distribution dependent upon root structure. TeRT- roots took o-grade, e.g. Latv. luōdāt, -āju (< *land-) ‘continuously crawl around’ < list, liedu ‘sneak, crawl’, Lith. vālkoti, -oja ‘wear’ < vīkti, velka ‘pull, drag’, while TeT- roots took ē-grade, e.g. Latv nēsāt, -āju ‘carry around’ < nest, -u ‘carry’, Lith rēkoti, -oja ‘whoop’ < rēkti, reņka ‘shout, give a shout’.

Latvian and Lithuanian also have a class of lengthened zero-grade resultatives with the *-āie- suffix built as “iteratives” to zero-grade anticausatives-inchoatives, e.g. Latv. gūbātēs ‘writhe; be sluggish’ < gubt, gubstu ‘sink; sink down; be reduced’, Lith. kīboti, -o(ja) ‘be hanging’ < kībti, kīnba ‘stick to, cling’. This class is especially prolific in Lithuanian, where a large number of these lengthened zero-grade resultatives show -oti, -o instead of the expected -oti, -oja.

This paper will discuss the Indo-European origins of the o-grade ~ ē-grade ablaut distribution, as well as the origin of the unexpected -oti, -o ending found in Lithuanian lengthened zero-grade resultatives.
Strategies of expressing imperatives: 
A journey from PIE to the modern Baltic languages

Starting from PIE times with the a overview of the imperative system (including the commonly reconstructed syntagma *meh₁ + injunctive for negative imperatives), this paper tries to present the mayor outlines of the transformations of a grammatical category from PIE via Balto-Slavic to the modern Baltic languages.

The emergence of special markers (as in Old Prussian ni turri 'you don't have to' or Latvian lai) or emphasizing particles (as -ki in Lithuanian, maybe a negative polarity marker) together with their dialectal distribution and function will be shortly discussed. Also the role of the pre-Balto-Slavic negated optative as a contributing factor in the substitution of the PIE imperative by the optative will be addressed and typologically compared with the usage of injunctive forms as imperatives in PIE and later languages (cf. Vedic dhāḥ 'put!' and dāḥ 'give!', Gr. σχές 'keep!).

This paper is an extract of my ongoing Ph.D. thesis: Die syntaktische Kategorie des Prohibitivs.
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Stang Christian: Das slavische und baltische Verbum, Oslo 1942.
---: Vergleichende Grammatik der baltischen Sprachen, Oslo 1966.
Stang’s law in Baltic

It has long been recognized that in accusative singular form of the Indo-European words for ‘cow’ and ‘sky’, Vedic gām, dyām, Greek βῶν, Ζῆν, the phoneme *u was lost between a vowel and the following *-m, cf. Vedic nom. sg. gāus, dyāus. Christian Stang linked this loss, which has long been recognized as an inner-Proto-Indo-European development, with the length of the preceding vowel. The loss of *u would have caused compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel. The same process was later argued to have taken place in the acc.sg. of the ā-stems as well: *-eh₂m > PIE *-ām on the strength of Skt. monosyllabic -ām, Greek -ην and Lith. non-acute -q (Rix 1992: 75). Stang’s law is widely, but not universally accepted, cf. Collinge’s (1995: 37f.) conclusion that “[o]ne would like to join the happy throng of believers in Stang II, but the way remains very cloudy”. During the talk, Stang’s law will be discussed, with a focus on the relevant Baltic data, to wit Latv. guovs and the acc.sg. ending of the ā-stems.
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Linguistics, archeology and genetics – premises of pre-Indo-European substratum in languages around the Baltic Sea

Question of possible pre-Indo-European substratum in north-western Europe has been mostly discussed within the framework of Germanic languages (e.g. maritime vocabulary, with starting point in the works of Sigmund Feist). Though nowadays the amount of unclear Germanic etymologies does not exceed the amount of unclear etymologies in any other language, the question is still relevant. The possible substratum in neighbouring languages has also been considered. The analyses of possible borrowings from pre-Indo-European language(s) in Baltic Finno-Ugric languages (idea first suggested by Paul Ariste) shows, that there is still a lexical layer which could be considered as borrowings from non-Uralic languages (Koivulehto, Itkonen, Kallio). Separate Baltic words have also been discussed, cf. e.g. fish-names in the area, which traditionally are interpreted as borrowings from one language to another (i.e. Germanic, Baltic, Baltic Finno-Ugric), some of them really being borrowings dating back to different epochs (Laumane, Blažek). However, an overview of etymological material in these languages often ends in a closed circle or with an admission of an impasse (cf. ál’eel’ in Bjorvand, Lindeman 2007).

The question of possible non-Indo-European substratum in the area is dealing with the question of the linguistic continuum in north-western Europe, language contacts, the origin of Germanic, Baltic and Baltic Finno-Ugric peoples. Archaeological data testifies that people had lived in this area for a long time before the arrival of Indo-Europeans. The last decades have brought new data into research, namely the vigorous development of genetics caused a fundamental change in our views on characteristics of the populations. Due to the fact that analysis of genetic variations in modern humans is providing us with an insight into prehistoric events, it seems worthwhile revising our knowledge of old languages and their possible contacts in prehistoric times. The present paper aims to review the perspectives of such an approach by dealing with the question of the oldest contacts around the Baltic Sea.
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University of Mainz
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Verbalization and non-canonical case marking of some irregular verbs in *-ē- in Baltic and Russian

The present paper aims to provide a historical account of the irregular present-stem morphology and the non-canonical alignment of some verbs in *-ē- in Baltic and East Slavic, exemplified by such verbs as Russian bolet’ / Old Russian bolēti ‘to ache’, Lithuanian skaudėti ‘to ache’ / dial. sopėti ‘to ache’, gailėti ‘to pity’, reikėti ‘to need’, ‘have to, must’ and Latvian sāpēt ‘to ache’. Differently from other approaches, an attempt is made to account for both syntactic and morphological irregularities at the same time.

These verbs have been subjected to scrutiny in several works, cf., inter alia, Bjarnadóttir (2015), Holvoet (2009; 2013), Seržant (2013; to appear), Seržant & Bjarnadóttir (2014). Their nominal and late origin has been asserted for many years in the literature (Skardžius 1943; Jakaitienė 1968; contrastingly Kaukienė 1994). While the nominal origin of these verbs seems to be unquestionably clear; none of the aforementioned works provides a historical scenario that would account for the morphosyntactic make-up and the morphological irregularities of the present stem formation of these verbs. The nominal origin in itself does not entail the case assignment patterns and morphological irregularities in the present stem formations and, hence, requires an explanation.

In this paper, an attempt will be made to provide a historical account that would explain both the syntactic alignment and the morphology of these verbs. The typological background is provided by Bricyn et al. (2009).
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Bringing together events and participants: Two ways of nominalizing linked predications

While there has been done much research on finite subordinate clauses in several branches of Indo-European, there has been no comprehensive study of nominal strategies in clause combining and predication linking, which range from participles and absolutes to action nouns. This is rather surprising since such strategies play a major role in the syntactical make-up of most of the Ancient Indo-European languages. Our talk is to be understood as a contribution to filling this gap. We will elaborate on the different kinds of formal and functional orientation of nominalized construction and provide an overview of structures as well as an account of their distribution from an areal and historical perspective. We will draw on material from the major branches of Indo-European, which allows for situating the nominalizing constructions of the Baltic languages in their wider genealogical and typological context.
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Laryngeal correction in Balto-Slavic
and the other northwest Indo-European languages

The aim of this paper is to reestablish the direct relationship between pretonic “shortening” in *eH, *oH, *iH, *uH sequences followed by resonants (*r, *l, *n, *y; *m and *f are less certain) in the Germanic, Celtic and Italic languages and the acute mobility reconstructed for respective Balto-Slavic cognates.

The former phenomenon, posited by V.A. Dybo (thus called “Dybo’s law”; it was applied to Celtic and Italic in an extended formulation in Dybo 1961) and P. Schrijver (1991: 357), may be interpreted as deletion of a laryngeal in the syllable onset: cf. *ǵʰue. hrV́ - (weak cases), *gʰro. h něh̥̆-, *gʰi. h yó-, *su.h nũ-, etc., whereas the latter is based on later resyllabification which usually yielded a.p. 3 in Lithuanian, the broken tone in Latvian and a.p. c in Slavic (with the secondary circumflex due to morphophonological Meillet’s law):

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{but} & \\
\end{array}
\]

The conclusion is that in the northwest Indo-European languages laryngeals in *-VHRV- sequences of disyllabic words belonged to stressed syllables (*-VH.RV́: *-VHR̥̆V́). “Hirt’s law” in Balto-Slavic acute barytona and their “primary” oxytone Old Indic and Greek cognates, for the stress in *su̯:nu: was possibly retracted onto an open syllable from a syllable of a particular structure, whereas within Hirt’s law it would be attracted (before the stage 3.) by a closed syllable, possibly irrespective of the structure of the following syllable.

The strong cases were barytone either originally or due to some kind of retraction, possibly similar to that posited by F.H.H. Kortlandt (1975: 5-6); this development is not identical with Hirt’s law, which serves as a means of comparison between “secondary” Balto-Slavic acute barytona and their “primary” oxytone Old Indic and Greek cognates, for the stress in *su̯:nu: was possibly retracted onto an open syllable from a syllable of a particular structure, whereas within Hirt’s law it would be attracted (before the stage 3.) by a closed syllable, possibly irrespective of the structure of the following syllable.

The conclusion is that in the northwest Indo-European languages laryngeals in *-VHCV'- sequences of disyllabic words belonged to stressed syllables (*-VHLRV': *-VHR̥V́). “Hirt’s law” in Balto-Slavic and the “retention” of pretonic c length in Germanic, Celtic and Italic may be either due to secondary barytone accentuation: *-VΛCV́ (derivation or generalised within mobile paradigms) or different syllabification: *-VΛCV́, *-ΛCV́ (Balto-Slavic *-C̥R̥CV́, Italo-Celtic *-C̥RACV́, none reflecting the old accentuation; however, Germanic seems to have had *-RΛHRV́/*-RΛHR̥V́ at least in the cases where Cowgill’s law operated). Both for Balto-Slavic (e.g. Lith. vï̯rás, Latv. vï̯rs; Lith. dũonà, Latv. duõna; Latv. grï̯va, Cr. grï̯va; but also Cr. dãr, stãn) and the other northwest languages (cf. Zair 2012: 145) some exceptions must be considered. But if the foregoing interpretations were rejected in general so should be Hirt’s law for Balto-Slavic, as it was actually done at first by Dybo (1961:19); one cannot explain the exceptions by assuming ad hoc “non-acute” lengthened grade (Kortlandt 1975: 54) or *-CHΛC’- structure (Kortlandt 1975: 2-3, 81), since the former is often indefinestable and the latter could hardly have yielded length in Balto-Slavic.
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Zero-grade denominative nasal and *sta*-presents in Baltic

The Northern Indo-European languages (Germanic, Baltic and Slavic) share a productive class of anticausative-inchoative verbs whose most salient morphological feature is a nasal present (which in Baltic stands in complementary distribution with *sta*-presents). One of the main functions of this class is to form fientive denominatives from nouns and adjectives. In Old Norse and, to a lesser degree, in Slavic the denominative verb presents zero grade of the root even when derived from full-grade nominals. This is an obvious (and fairly interesting) archaism, whereas the apophonic invariance of Gothic or Baltic is an easily understood innovation. Nevertheless, one can reasonably expect the Baltic languages to preserve at least a handful of more or less hidden archaic zero-grade denominatives. This paper will be devoted to present and discuss evidence pointing in this direction.
“The Pagan dialects from Narew” in the light of Yatvingian onomastic remnants

30 years ago Prof. Zigmas Zinkevičius published a manuscript entitled “The Pagan Dialects from Narew” (henceforth PDN) in Russian and Lithuanian (Zinkevičius 1984; 1985). It was a manual copy by Vyacheslav Zinov, a young man from the city of Brest in White Russia. Later the Lithuanian scholar presented an English augmented version of his paper with the same title: *A Polish-Yatvingian Vocabulary?* (Zinkevičius 1992), as he suggested that Zinov’s copy may contain not only Polish words, but also their equivalents in the lost Yatvingian language. Baltists treat this discovery in different ways. Some of them accept Zinkevičius’ hypothesis, some reject the Yatvingian origin of the Baltic part, others believe that the manuscript, called Zinov’s dictionary after the surname of the young copist, is a modern forgery.

In my presentation I would like to demonstrate that the Baltic vocabulary, attested in Zinov’s dictionary, agrees very well with Yatvingian onomastic remnants. Observed differences are, in fact, doubtful or illusory. Thus the Yatvingian hypothesis, suggested by Zinkevičius (1984; 1985; 1992) and accepted by a number of scholars (e.g. Helimsky, Karulis, Orel, Sabaliauskas, Schmalstieg, Schmidt, Witczak and so on), seems the best possible conclusion.

The author wants to demonstrate additionally that a forgery is impossible for a number of reasons. Firstly, a linguistic calque attested in the post-Yatvingian toponymical area (*Windobała* – *Wiatrołuża*), confirmed by Zinov’s dictionary, was unknown in the eighties of the 20th century (Witczak 2004). Secondly, some toponyms from the post-Yatvingian area cannot be correctly explained without Zinov’s dictionary, e.g. the Kojle lake near Suwałki, originally ‘a silent [lake]’, refers only to kajli ‘silently’ [PDN 125] and not to OPrus. kails ‘healthy’, Latv. kails ‘naked, bare’, Slavic *cělъ* ‘whole, intact’ (< Bsl. *kailu*). An alleged forger would have to be an excellent Balto-Slavic linguist and dialectologist, exceeding all the modern specialists of the Baltic onomastics. Thirdly, Yatvingian is the only Baltic language showing the depalatalization of palatalized syllabic resonants after Baltic *v* at an early period. It is attested in three different sources: (1) Maleckis’ relation from 16th c. on the Sudovians (i.e. Yatvingians) in Sambia mentions “an aged priest offering a goat” called wurszajtis, cf. Lith. viršaitis ‘village-mayor, village-chief, elder in a village’, Latv. virsaitis ‘village-mayor’ (Witczak 1989); (2) the Masovian river name Wągra, Węgra represents (Yatvingian) *Wungrā* and Baltic *Wingrā* f. ‘winding, tortuous, crooked [river]’ (Witczak 2015); (3) “the Pagan Dialects from Narew” demonstrates two examples of the observed phenomenon, cf. wul∫ ‘wolf’ [PDN 25] < Balt. *wilkas*, cf. Lithuanian vilkas, Latvian vilks, OPrus. wilks ‘id.’; wuld ‘to want’ [PDN 3] < Balt. *wiltēi*, cf. Lith. viltis ‘to hope’, Latv. vilt ‘to cheat, swindle, delude’. This phonological process (i.e. Yatv. vul, vun-, vur- < Baltic *vilt-, *vin-, *vir-) was unknown and completely unrecognized before the publication of Zinkevičius’ articles (1984, 1985). Generally, it is impossible to suggest that an unknown forger had better knowledge than all the Balticists, who existed and worked in the 20th century. In other words, Zinov’s dictionary entitled “The Pagan Dialects from Narew” should be treated as a copy of a lost authentic document. My final conclusion is that Prof. Zinkevičius correctly named it the “Polish-Yatvingian dictionary”.

**Krzysztof Tomasz Witczak**

University of Łódź
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Balto-Slavic pronominal forms and monosyllabic circumflexion

In Lithuanian or in Balto-Slavic, a phenomenon called Monosyllabic Circumflexion (MC) is known. This phenomenon denotes that many of the monosyllabic words exhibit a circumflex tone instead of the expected acute tone: e.g., geršėjį ‘the good’ ~ tėlę ‘they’. For the relative chronology of the phenomenon, two different opinions have been suggested. Rasmussen (1999: 481ff.) considers that the circumflex tone of some Baltic and Slavic pronominal forms (Lith. tėlę, jūs ‘you (pl.)’; Sln. tʲ ‘you (sg.)’, mʲ ‘we’, vi ‘you (pl.)’, tā ‘that (f.sg.nom.)’) points to an MC at a Proto-Balto-Slavic stage. On the other hand, Kortlandt (2014) assumes that the Lithuanian dialectal variants of the pronominal forms attested with the acute tone (e.g., tė (nom.pl.), tūos (acc.pl.), tūo (instr.sg.)) in the westernmost Aukštaitian and Žemaitian dialects mean that MC of those words only took place in the Aukštaitian dialects where those pronominal forms have the circumflex tone. In addition, he considers that an old MC took place at a Proto-Balto-Slavic stage based on the data of the 3rd person future forms in Lithuanian and Latv. sâls ‘salt’ and gûos ‘cow,’ which are traced back to PIE root nouns.

In this paper, I will examine those previous studies on the relative chronology of MC observed in the pronominal forms, also referring to what other categories of MC (East Baltic reflexes of PIE root nouns and particles/prepositions) tell us on the issue.
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